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Press Release
PFERD Tools Run goes into its third edition

Marienheide,
13 May 2019

TV Rodt-Müllenbach organizes the next round of the successful running
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event – proceeds will be used for the maintenance of the Rodt sports
facility again

Number of characters
2,629 (incl. spaces)
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Braving the adverse weather
conditions – runners at the 2018
PFERD Tools Run
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“We hope for two things,” says Svenja Massolle, Secretary of the TV RodtMüllenbach, giving an insight into her wishes for the third PFERD Tools Run. “We
hope that the number of participants will near the 500 mark again and that the
weather will be nicer than last year.” However, Svenja Massolle points out that
the mediocre weather did not affect the popular run and adds, “Runners are
weatherproof, and if the atmosphere is as good as it was at the last two PFERD
Tools Runs, everybody will have a great time again.”
On 6 June 2019, many athletes will follow the different routes along and around
the Brucher Reservoir in Marienheide again. “The 350-metre Pferdinand Run for
the youngest participants will again start at the gym in Rodt at 5 pm this year,”
says the Secretary of the TV Rodt-Müllenbach, “while the 10-kilometre main
event will start on the banks of the Brucher at 6 pm, the fun run at 6.10 pm and
the walking event at 6.15 pm. Both of these events are 4 kilometres in length.”
In addition to the individual classifications for the different races and the
company award, there will also be a team classification again this year. With this
classification, the organizers acknowledge that many clubs and running groups
have already added the PFERD Tools Run to their running calendars.
“Regardless of the weather, we will provide water for the 10-kilometre runners
after half of the distance,” says Massolle, describing the course of events. “And
all runners will of course receive some well-deserved refreshments after they
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have crossed the finish line.”
Anna Biesenbach, who works in Company Health Management at the title
sponsor, PFERD Tools, August Rüggeberg, looks forward to the third PFERD Tools
Run, too. “We are glad that ‘our’ run has already established itself within the
running community because we and the organizers, TV Rodt-Müllenbach, work
together very well,” explains the HR professional. “And an event like this also has
very positive effects on our health management measures to help our employees
maintain good health and increase their well-being.”
After the running events, the organizers will again hold a post-race party
featuring snacks and cold drinks at the gym in Rodt. There will also be an awards
ceremony for the individual winners of the different races and for the teams, and
a raffle will offer the chance to win attractive prizes.
The proceeds from the entire event will again go to the TV Rodt-Müllenbach for
the maintenance of their sports facility in Rodt.
You will find further information about the different events, the courses and
registration at www.pferd-werkzeugelauf.de.
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Exciting fights for position at the
PFERD Tools Run
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